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Abstract Prevalence of type 2 diabetes is increasing

worldwide. and management of diabetes is becoming

increasingly complex because of the complexity of patho-

physiology and the wide therapeutic options. The man-

agement of this complexity is difficult because of the

different cardiometabolic features of patients. Thus, per-

sonalized approaches have been claimed by the most

important international societies. Safety, Multifactorial-

Approach and reduction of Risk are the three ingredients to

get the best Therapy for Diabetes, abbreviated in SMART,

as every physician involved in the management of type 2

diabetes should be.
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Multifactorial Approach

Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is not just dysglycaemia. In diabetic

patients, a complex interplay of pathological mechanisms

operates involving multiple organs. Management of this

complexity is difficult because such interplay differs in each

patient. The most significant trials in T2D produced elusive

results regarding the best glucose-control strategies [1].

Results of UKPDS and PROACTIVE studies initially

addressed therapeutic strategies towards an intensive gly-

caemic control (‘the lower, the better’), but between 2008 and

2009, the publication of data from ACCORD, ADVANCE

and VADT trials radically changed the picture [1]. Eventu-

ally, the results are discordant likely because of the different

features of subjects enrolled, but overall they raise insecurity

in choosing the best therapeutic approach in terms of thera-

peutic targets and drugs to be used. Thus, diverse approaches

to personalize therapy have been proposed [2], and a recent

joint ADA/EASD position statement suggest to personalizing

the glycaemic target on the basis of patients’ features [3].

However, few data are available about the feasibility, and the

effectiveness of personalized therapies for T2D [4] and new

trials testing patient-tailored approaches are claimed to drive

clinicians in the pitfalls of the available Evidence-Based

Medicine (EBM). In the face of existing limitations, we pro-

pose some evergreen landmarks to correctly tailor therapies in

subjects with type 2 diabetes.

Safety is the first factor a physician should contemplate;

secondly, given the complexity of alterations worsening

morbidity and mortality in T2D, a Multifactorial Approach

is needed; finally, the actual cardio-metabolic Risk of each

patient should always be stated to set up a reliable objec-

tive that should be gained with Therapy.

So Safety, Multifactorial Approach and reduction of

Risk are the three ingredients to get the best Therapy for

Diabetes, abbreviated in SMART as every physician

involved in the management of type 2 diabetes should be to

ameliorate their quality of care.

Safety

Not to cause harm and injury is a Hippocratic axiom at the

basis of the current non-maleficence principle, which is as

timely as ever in diabetology. Several therapeutic options

are available for diabetes; the challenge for diabetologists

is to choose the best option for each patient with concerns
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to potential adverse effects and uncertainties regarding the

benefits of intensive glucose control. While an overall

vision of available data shows that an intensive glycaemic

control could damage patients with overt cardiovascular

disease, suggesting that HbA1c should not be very low in

patients with high cardiovascular risk [3], several concerns

are rising about the safety of such antidiabetic drugs: the

newest (but not the only) about the risk of pancreatitis and

heart failure associated with incretin-based therapy [5].

Researches aimed towards finding out what can increase

the risk of adverse events will help physicians to prescribe

the right drug to the right patient. One of the few certainties

is that hypoglycaemia, associated with sudden cardiac

death and overall mortality [6], should be avoided by first

choosing drugs with low or null hypoglycaemic risk.

Moreover, diabetic patients with chronic kidney disease

(CKD) are more prone to hypoglycaemia: handling drugs

in patients with CKD can be very difficult, and just repe-

ated dose adjustments with strict monitoring may ensure

safety. To date, there is a substantial unfulfilled medical

need for a safe and effective hypoglycaemic therapy in

patients with renal injury, claiming new studies in this

respect.

Multifactorial Approach (MA)

In diabetic patients, multiple risk factors coexist. There is a

universal agreement that anti-hyperglycaemic therapy

should be pursued within a multifactorial risk-reduction

framework. For instance, diabetic patients are likely to

derive greater cardiovascular benefits from lipid lowering

strategies compared with patients without diabetes. Statin

and fibrate have been well documented to reduce cardio-

vascular death, but the crisis of certainties hit also the

‘sacred cow’’ of statin benefits: intensive-dose statin ther-

apy has been associated with an increased diabetes risk

even if cardiovascular benefits of statins seem still to

exceed diabetes hazard [7]. However, MA often requires

polypharmacy, which is a great problem especially in older

subjects. How much will patients benefit from additional

pills, considering the negative consequences associated

with polypharmacy [8]? These and other issues are still

unsolved and a carefully personalized physical activity

program still remains the unique safe and effective MA.

Risk

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is the leading killer of dia-

betic patients: thus, prevention of macrovascular compli-

cations should be the driving goal of therapy. The most

challenging consideration is that the risk of macrovascular

complications starts to increase very early, even in the pre-

diabetic stages, claiming for precocious management

strategies. In particular, there is a need for new and pre-

cocious biomarkers of cardio-metabolic diseases to earlier

identify subjects with increased cardiovascular risk.

Results of interventional trials in T2D suggest that each

1 % HbA1c reduction may be associated with 15 % rela-

tive risk reduction in nonfatal myocardial infarction [6] but

the Origin trial surprisingly showed that maintenance of

fasting glucose \95 mg/dl has neutral effect on incidence

of major cardiac events [9]. There are also few certainties

about the usefulness of such cardiovascular drugs (like

antithrombotic agents) to reduce CHD in T2D because

diabetic subjects show a peculiar pharmacological response

[10]. Explanation of these unclear results is elusive, but for

sure they indicate that a careful evaluation of risks and

benefits should always be performed.

Therapy

Therapy of diabetes is becoming increasingly complex

because of the complexity of pathophysiology and to the

wide therapeutic options. Ten pharmacological classes of

oral and injectable drugs/hormones, with more than 25

molecules associable with each other in several combina-

tions are to date available to, thereby causing comprehen-

sively confusion for the clinician. A non-univocal, but just

a SMART approach to type 2 diabetes could be the key to

turn therapeutic complexity from a problem into an

opportunity.

The acronym SMART (Safe and Multifactorial

Approach to reduce the Risk for Therapy in diabetes) can

be a useful tool to guide the daily choice of physicians in

choosing the right therapy highlighting a scale of priorities

in the decision making process.

Final suggestions:

A. What a SMART diabetologist can do in practice

considering current limitations? Safety, Multifacto-

rial-Approach and Risk-benefit ratio are three ever-

green landmarks to correctly face EBM limits (Fig. 1).

B. What questions are still unsolved?

(1) Personalized therapies are claimed for T2D, but

little evidence is available about the feasibility

and the effectiveness of this approach.

(2) MA often requires multiple pills, but there are

many negative consequences associated with

polypharmacy: do the benefits of the adjunctive

pill overcome the risk of polypharmacy?

(3) New and precocious biomarkers of cardio-met-

abolic diseases need to be discovered for an

earlier identification of subjects at risk.
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The smart diabetologist by applying these concepts in

daily practice should increase the wellbeing of a diabetic

patient by reducing hospital admittance, improving quality

of life and saving money for care.
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